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Protestants are defective. For (save that a Smith or two of late have
built them forges, and set up shop) we go down to our enemies to
sharpen all our instruments, and are beholden to them for offensive
and defensive weapons in cases of conscience.
He would pronounce the word damn with such an emphasis, as
left a doleful echo in his auditors' ears a good wh'le after; and
when catechist of Christ-College, in expounding the Command-
ments, applied them so home, able almost to make his hearers' hearts
fall down, and hairs to stand upright.
In the same book will be found some characters more akin to
those of Earle, as this idealistic example of a court lady, with its <
characteristic touches of meditative satire on modern fashions:
In discourse, her words are rather fit than fine, very choice, and
yet not chosen. Though her language be not gaudy, yet the plain-
ness thereof pleaseth, it is so proper, and handsomely put on. Some,
having a set of fine phrases, will hazard an impertinency to use them
all, as thinking they give full satisfaction for dragging in the matter
by head and shoulders, if they dress it in quaint expressions. Others
often repeat the same things ; the Platonic year of their discourses
being not above three days long, in which term all the same matter
returns over again, threadbare talk ill suiting with the variety of
their clothes.
She affects not the vanity of foolish fashions. But is decently
apparelled according to her state and condition. He that should have
guessed the bigness of Alexander's soldiers by their shields left in
India, would much over-proportion their true greatness. But what
a vast overgrown creature would some guess a woman to be, taking
his aim by the multitude and variety of clothes and ornaments,
which some of them use ! insomuch as the ancient Latins called a
woman's wardrobe mundus, "a world"; wherein, notwithstanding,
was much terra incognita then undiscovered, but since found out
by the curiosity of modern fashion-mongers.
"The Good Parent," "A Good Master of a College," an
instance of the truth that "Sometimes ordinary scholars make
extraordinary good masters," "The Good Wife," who "sets up a
sail according to the keel of her husband's estate ; and if of high
parentage, she doth not so remember what she was by birth, that
she forgets what she is by match," and "The Good Schoolmaster,"
who " studieth his scholars' natures as carefully as they their books,"

